
Changing My Mind
2015
Dolomite
1.9 x 1.6 x 1.7 m

—————————————————————————————————————————————————————

The flat plane can be seen as a signifier of modern human consciousness - and particularly of contemporary digitality -  
in the sense that the human being is the only animal that imposes linear form on the material reality of the world.  
Increasingly we are surrounded by mediated objects and environments that are a direct result of the virtual processes 
that have been used to create them

Eroded into its distinctive form by the action of millions of years of sun, wind and rain on the high veldt of South Africa, 
the found dolomitic boulder that this work is made from bears the exquisite traces of its formation. Continuing this 
process of erosion, the minimal act of carving two perfectly flat intersecting planes by hand into the stone results in a 
paradoxical object, part raw geology, part human intervention

The two planes are covered in a constellation of concavities that are an expansion of marks made with a hammer and 
punch during an attempt to articulate a grid of points with eyes closed, that act as a memory of the analogue process 
with which the work has been made and at the same time allude to the stipple and cuppule marks that are a feature of 
early human rock engraving

Made on residency in the UNESCO designated Cradle of Humankind from the material that gives this culturally 
momentous landscape it’s unique form, ‘Changing My Mind’ explores the idea that consciousness is situated 
simultaneously in the brain, the body, and out into the world through physical engagement with the stuff of reality, as a 
reciprocal process





Human Nature
2015
Dolomite, chert, gneiss, banded ironstone and breccia stones, cast iron element, patinated steel support
2.75 m x 2.75 m x 30 cm 

—————————————————————————————————————————————————————

Forty naturally eroded stones have been collected from the Cradle of Humankind, three flat faces have been selected on 
each stone and the process of reduction has been continued by hand to form intersecting planes. Operating as a portrait 
of the geology that supported the evolution of our early hominin ancestors, the different stone types in the work are 
present in quantities proportional to their occurrence in the vicinity of the Plovers Lake early hominin site

At the centre of the group is another object that is composed entirely of interconnected triangles.  Access was granted to 
the collection of fossilised human remains discovered at Plovers Lake, and a small fragment of cranial material from an 
anatomically modern Homo Sapiens dating from around seventy-six thousand years ago was digitally scanned.  The 
polygonal mesh that describes the virtual form was then subjected to a dramatic reduction from over one million triangles 
to seventeen. This virtual data was then three dimensionally printed and cast in iron

All forty one objects are arranged in a geometric grid, arrayed on a support structure made of twenty five tessellating 
steel tiles contained within a frame that is raised above the floor as if defying gravity. The edges and facets that thread 
through the installation constitute an attempt to extend the idea of what it is to be human by locating aspects of the 
evolution of consciousness beyond the body and into the geology that supported it, simultaneously alluding to the deep 
geological past and the present moment as part of this continuum 



Bassline
2015
Site-specific durational performance and performance relic, earth, steel frame, stroboscopic light and sound
5 m x 5 m / 7 mins

Concept, artistic direction and choreography:  Mat Chivers
Performed by: Manthe Ribane and Mada Sthembiso
Choreographic advisors: Joni Barnard, Kieron Jina and Beathur MGoza Baker
Costume: Pieter Burger / WAKE and Mat Chivers

—————————————————————————————————————————————————————

Before any human made meaningful marks, there was most likely a ritual culture that used the body to generate rhythmic 
sound and movement. As a result of prolonged periods of participation, these early humans would have become 
immersed in a state of trance, in the first stages of which, the participant would perceive complex, internally experienced, 
geometric visions. These universal constants include grid and point patterns known as ‘entoptic’ forms and are believed 
to have a direct relationship to the architecture of the human brain and may explain the source of the oldest human 
marks that we know of

Exploring the notion of the body as a drawing device - thinking out into the world through physical engagement with 
material - the performers reference a trance like state in their movement.  Lit solely by stroboscopic light which 
accentuates a sense of relocation into an altered state of consciousness, the performers use their bodies to generate 
rhythmic sound through controlled breathing, whilst making marks that articulate grid and point networks in the red iron 
rich earth earth from the Cradle of Humankind contained within a five by five metre frame. The physical traces of the 
movement remain as a performance relic for the duration of the exhibition

Rather than referencing a specific culture, this work focuses on exploring what we all share as a species. Every human 
being has the capacity to experience the fundamental geometries of their perceptual make-up. ‘Bassline’ references 
aspects of both traditional and contemporary trance dance culture, collapsing millennia of human evolution into a brief 
moment in time





Altered States
2015 
6 x random combination, brass plate etchings (edition of 15 each)
5 x black on white photo gravure etchings (edition of 15 each)
5 x white on black photo gravure etchings (edition of 15 each) 
6 x monotype prints (unique)
5 x site-specific paper pulp drawings made from plant and earth material collected from Plovers Lake cave, Cradle of 
Humankind, Guateng, South Africa (unique)
all 37 x 29 cm

—————————————————————————————————————————————————————

Some of the earliest examples of human mark making that we know of are grid-like lines incised into stone that were 
found in South Africa and are believed to have been made about seventy thousand years ago. The source of these 
images are thought by some researchers to be an externalisation of entoptic phenomena - complex geometric patterns 
experienced within the visual consciousness during the trance experiences which formed part of early human ritual 
culture

Contemporary researchers in the fields of neuroscience, psychiatry and paleo-anthropology believe that there may be a 
correlation between the specific forms of particular entoptic geometries and the architecture of the brain itself. In effect 
the brain seeing itself from the inside

'Altered States' is the collective title for a series of diverse works on paper that explore the nature of geometric mark 
making. Overlapping parallel lines are tuned to the dimensions of the image, resulting in varying degree's of incidence in 
order to induce perceptual sensations in the viewer that relate to the experience of entoptic phenomena
 














